We prove that a reaction-di usion inclusion provides a sub-optimal approximation for anisotropic motion by mean curvature in the nonsmooth case. This result is valid in any space dimension and with a time-dependent driving force, provided we assume the existence of a regular ow. The crystalline case is included. As a by-product of our analysis, a comparison theorem between regular ows is obtained. This result implies uniqueness of the original ow.
Introduction
It is well known 1], 9], 10], 8], 13] that motion by mean curvature, and more generally anisotropic motion by mean curvature 6], 12] can be viewed as the limit of suitably scaled reaction-di usion equations. These results are valid in the smooth case, that is when the anisotropy is described by a smooth Finsler metric : IR N ! 0; +1 . The non-smooth case corresponds to the situation in which the boundary of the convex set W := f : ( ) 1g has nondi erentiable points (corners) and at portions; in particular, the crystalline case corresponds to a completely faceted W . As pointed out by Taylor (see for   instance 21] , 23] , 24]) the non-smooth case has relevant applications, and is source of interesting mathematical questions 22] . Here the situation becomes quite delicate and has been analyzed mostly for crystalline anisotropies in two dimensions. We refer, among others, to the papers 2], 14], 15], 17], 20] for results in this direction. In 3] it is proved that crystalline motion by curvature in N = 2 dimensions can be approximated by a scaled reaction-di usion inclusion, with a quasi-optimal error estimate of order O(" 2 j log "j 2 ). The aim of this note is to extend the analysis of 3] to arbitrary space dimensions and for general non-smooth anisotropies: in this framework we prove an approximation theorem for anisotropic motion by mean curvature with a sub-optimal error estimate of order O("j log "j 2 ) (see Theorem 3.1). As a consequence, we obtain a comparison principle between limit evolutions (Theorem 3.2) which, in turn, provides uniqueness of the original ow. We thus extend to arbitrary dimensions and anisotropies a theorem proved in 15] in the two-dimensional crystalline case, and in 16] in the three-dimensional crystalline case. In order to get the approximation result, we assume the existence of a regular ow (see De nition 2.2). To the best knowledge of the authors, the characterization of those sets which admit a local in time evolution in presence of a non-smooth anisotropy is an open problem, which deserves further investigation. In the two-dimensional crystalline case this problem is completely solved (except for the driven motion under a non-uniform force), see the papers 15 The above de nition imposes a sort of regularity of @E in a very weak sense.
For technical reasons, we nd more convenient to require the existence of a \normal" vector eld n in a tubular neighbourhood of @E (the set A), rather than on @E. In the smooth situation, n is the Cahn-Ho mann vector eld and div n is the correct notion of mean curvature depending on , see 7].
In the two-dimensional crystalline case one can easily construct -regular pairs, see 24], 15], 3]. In the three-dimensional crystalline case the situation is much more complicated, see 16] .
Notice that, if (E; n ) is -regular, then rd E n = 1 a.e. on A: (5) We now de ne a -regular ow as an evolution of -regular pairs moving with velocity, in the n -direction, equal to ?(div n + g), where g 2 W 1;1 ( 0; +1 ) is given, and stands for the driving force of the ow. As in De nition 2.1, we prefer to let evolve a tubular neighbourhood of the front, rather than the front itself. In the smooth case, the term O(d (x; t)) arises from the expansion of the di erential of the Cahn-Ho mann vector eld near the front. As a consequence of Theorem 3.2 below, it follows that a -regular ow depends only on E(0), i.e. it does not depend on n .
Let us now introduce the relaxed evolution law. The double well potential : IR ! 0; +1 is an even function of class C 2 having only two zeroes at f?1; 1g, satisfying 00 
(iii) for a.e. x 2 there holds u(x; 0) u 0 (x); (iv) for a.e. (x; t) 2 Q there holds (x; t) 2 T o (ru(x; t)):
The couple (u; ) is a supersolution of (8) if (i) and (iv) hold, and conditions (ii) and (iii) hold with in place of . The couple (u; ) is a solution of (8) if it is both a subsolution and a supersolution.
Notice that by (i), (iv) and (1) 
Approximation and comparison principle
The main results of this paper are the following two theorems.
Theorem 3.1. Let (E(t); n ( ; t)) be a ?regular ow on 0; T]. For any " > 0 let u " be the solution of problem (8) d H ( " (t); @E(t)) C"j log "j 2 : (12) Notice that the set " (t) would be the zero level set fx 2 : u " (x; t) = 0g in case of a continuous u " ( ; t).
Theorem 3.2. Let (E 1 (t); n (1) ( ; t)), (E 2 (t); n (2) ( ; t)) be two -regular ows on 0; T]. Then E 1 (0) E 2 (0) ) E 1 (t) E 2 (t); t 2 0; T]: (13) Proof of Theorem 3.1. For any t 2 0; T] set y = y(x; t) := d (x; t) " ; y = y (x; t) := y(x; t) ? (t)j log "j 2 ; (14) (t) := c exp ? Kt ; t 2 0; T]; (15) where c and K are two positive constants to be de ned later on independently of ". Let also T " (t) := fx 2 : jy (x; t)j < 2z " g; T " := t2 0;T]
T " (t) ftg;
T ? " (t) := fx 2 : y (x; t) ?2z " g; T + " (t) := fx 2 : y (x; t) 2z " g:
We assume that " is small enough such that the closure of v ?
" (x; t) := " (y " ) + " " (y " )g(t) ? " 2 j log "j 2 ;
? " (x; t) := " ?1 0 (y ) + 0 (y )g(t)]n (x; t);
v ?
" (x; t) := 1 + " 1 g(t) ? " 2 j log "j 2 ; ) by changing the sign in front of (t) in (14) and in front of in (16) . We want to show that (v ? " ; ? " ) (resp. (v + " ; + " )) is a subsolution (resp. supersolution) of (8) . We shall focus our attention on (v ? where " denotes the a.e. de ned euclidean outward unit normal to @T " (t), and H N ?1 denotes the (N ? 1)-dimensional Hausdor measure.
Using (14), (ii) of De nition 2.2, and the fact that d = "j log "j 2 +O("j log "j)
in T " , direct computations yield, for a.e. (x; t) 2 T " , "@ t v " = "( 0 + " 0 g)@ t y " + " 2 g t = (div n + g)( 0 + " 0 g) + 0 O("j log "j 2 ) + O("j log "j) ? 0 "j log "j 2 ( 0 + " 0 g) = ( 0 + " 0 g)div n + 0 g ? 0 0 "j log "j 2 + 0 O("j log "j 2 ) + O("j log "j):
Furthermore, "div " = "(" ?1 00 + 00 g)ry " n + "(" ?1 0 + 0 g)div n : By (4) and (3) we have ry " n = " ?1 rd n = " ?1 , hence "div " = " ?1 00 + 00 g + ( 0 + " 0 g)div n : ? "j log "j 2 0 ( ) ? 0 0 "j log "j 2 + 0 O("j log "j 2 ) + O("j log "j) = 0 "j log "j 2 ( O(1) ? 0 ) ? "j log "j 2 0 ( ) + O(" 2 ?3 ) + O("j log "j) = 0 "j log "j 2 ( O(1) ? 0 ) ? "j log "j 2 0 ( ) + O("j log "j): Recalling the de nition of in (15) a.e. in Q: (18) Applying (12) of Theorem 3.1, from (18) we get (13). 2 Corollary 3.4. Let (E 1 (t); n (1) ( ; t)), (E 2 (t); n (2) ( ; t)) be two -regular ows on 0; T]. Then E 1 (0) = E 2 (0) ) E 1 (t) = E 2 (t); t 2 0; T]: (19) Notice that, in view of Theorem 3.2, one can implement the barrier method of De Giorgi (see 4], 3]) to construct a unique global weak solution of anisotropic motion by mean curvature in the non-smooth case. We conclude by observing that the extension of the above results to the case of space-dependent driving forces deserves further investigation.
